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a b s t r a c t

The process of generating multi-group cross section data to be used in full core 3D transport models
requires not only accurate resonance self-shielding methods, but also some form of equivalence method
in order to precisely preserve reaction rates of spectral geometry calculations. This paper presents exten-
sions of the traditional concepts of local reaction rate preservation (common in discontinuity factor, SPH,
and BBH methods), to derive a new state-of-the-art transport equivalence method that incorporates
angular flux jump conditions that provide polar angle neutron current preservation. This method is tested
on numerous fixed-source pin-cell problems by condensing fine energy resonance fluxes and cross sec-
tions. The method is demonstrated to precisely preserve all spectral geometry multi-group reaction rates
as well as polar angle neutron currents for a wide range of cross section resonance heights, fuel pin diam-
eters, coolant densities, and group energy widths.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Neutron transport calculations of nuclear reactor cores require
accurate methods for treating the complexities in space and energy
that arise from the resolved resonances in nuclear cross sections of
reactor fuel and structural materials. Treatment of resolved reso-
nance effects is implicit in continuous-energy Monte Carlo meth-
ods that represent resonances with hundreds of thousands of
energy points. Unfortunately, full-core, steady state reactor calcu-
lations with Monte Carlo require tens of billions of neutron histo-
ries (Miao et al., 2016) to converge local fluxes and pin power
distributions for cores that have near-unity dominance ratios,
which is common in commercial light water reactors (LWRs). In
addition, Monte Carlo methods are not easily extendable to tran-
sient reactor safety analysis where transients must be followed
for 100 s or 1000 s of seconds.

For these reasons, deterministic neutron transport (or diffusion)
methods are likely to be used for performing the bulk of nuclear
reactor analysis for years into the future. In deterministic neutron
transport methods, the fine-energy detail of Monte Carlo is not
practical because of the overwhelming amount of data needed to
represent group-to-group transfer cross sections. Instead, deter-
ministic neutron transport models employ some form of approxi-
mate resonance treatment that enables direct computation of

multi-group cross sections for core analysis using only 50 to 500
neutron energy groups.

Historically, multi-group cross sections for core analysis have
been generated for representative spectral geometries (e.g., 1D
pin cells or 2D fuel assemblies). In recent years, even full-core
spectral geometries have been used in some core analysis systems.
However, the common trend among all deterministic methods is
that simplified resonance approximations (e.g., equivalence theory,
sub-group, equivalent self-shielding method, etc.) are made in the
process of producing multi-group cross sections for core transport
models. In order to avoid such simplifying assumptions, some
researchers have recently employed direct full-core Monte Carlo
calculations and massive cross section tallies to directly compute
multi-group cross sections for downstream deterministic transport
calculations (Boyd, 2017; Gunow et al., 2017). Such approaches are
feasible because Monte Carlo cross section tallies converge much
more rapidly than local fluxes and power distributions and because
cross section tallies can be agglomerated across many spatial
regions through use of sophisticated clustering or machine-
learning algorithms (Boyd, 2017).

However, none of these methods for generating multi-group
cross sections, including Monte Carlo, are capable of directly pro-
ducing multi-group cross sections that preserve local reaction rates
and pin power distributions in 3D core transport models. Even for-
mally exact multi-group cross sections lead to errors in down-
stream core models (Boyd, 2017; Boyd et al., 2017) unless
additional equivalence parameters are introduced to force conser-
vation of local reaction rates.
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2. Equivalence methods

The starting point for all equivalence methods is the concept of
preservation of reaction rates. If one assumes that a very fine spa-
tial, angular, and energy mesh solution to the neutron transport
equation, Eq. (1), is known for the spectral geometry of interest
(from either Monte Carlo or from some approximate resonance
model), then one can simply define the multi-group transport
equation and its corresponding multi-group cross sections as
shown in Eqs. (2) and (3).

~X � ~rwð~r; ~X; EÞ þ Rtð~r; EÞwð~r; ~X; EÞ ¼ Qð~r;X; EÞ ð1Þ
The first term on the left is the streaming of the neutrons, the

second the sink rate by absorption and scattering. On the right,
Qð~r;X; EÞ includes the creation of neutrons by fission, the scatter-
ing source and fixed sources. Each term of the neutron transport
equation can be integrated over energy groups.

~X � ~rwgð~r; ~XÞ þ Rtgð~r; ~XÞwgð~r; ~XÞ ¼ Qgð~r;XÞ ð2Þ

Rtgð~r; ~XÞ ¼
R E2
E1

dE0Rtð~r; E0Þwð~r; ~X; E0ÞR E2
E1

dE0wð~r; ~X; E0Þ
ð3Þ

Each multi-group cross section is then a function of angle. Since
hundreds of discrete angles are typically used in reactor core calcu-
lations, there is a massive data explosion associated with using
multi-group cross sections with a full angular dependency, even
if it can be partially mitigated by using polynomial expansions.
Consequently, it is common to define cross sections that are angle
independent, as shown in Eq. (4), and to use these cross sections in
conjunction with Eq. (2) for downstream core analysis.

Rgð~rÞ ¼
R E2
E1

dE0Rð~r; E0ÞUð~r; E0ÞR E2
E1

dE0Uð~r; E0Þ
¼ Rg

Ug
ð4Þ

This angular independence of cross section is an approximation,
and as a consequence, even a fully converged (in phase space)
multi-group calculation will not preserve the desired reaction
rates. Equivalence parameters are introduced in order to force this
desired preservation of reaction rates. In this process, it is also
common to integrate over space in addition to energy and angle
over finite spatial volumes (e.g., individual pins, or cladding, or
coolant channels), as shown in Eq. (5), and the desired equivalence
parameters are now sought to implicitly correct for angular-
integration, energy-condensation, and spatial-homogenization.

Rgð~rÞ ¼
R
V

R E2
E1

dr0dE0Rtð~r0; E0ÞUð~r0; E0ÞR
V

R E2
E1

dr0dE0Uð~r0; E0Þ
¼ Rg

Ug
ð5Þ

The need for practical equivalence parameters has been under-
stood for more than 50 years, and numerous schemes have been
proposed and utilized. Bell et al. (1967) proposed a method of
introducing artificial anisotropic scattering cross sections (the
BHS model) to treat multi-group cross sections with low-order
Legendre expansions as the equivalence parameters. While feasi-
ble, this method has not been widely adapted in any practical reac-
tor analysis system.

For systems that utilize the diffusion approximation for 3D core
analysis, Koebke’s heterogeneity factors (Koebke, 1978) and
Smith’s extension, discontinuity factors (Smith, 1984) have been
widely used equivalence methods for nodal diffusion reactor anal-
ysis of commercial LWRs. Discontinuity factors are simply jump
conditions on the scalar flux that are applied when the diffusion
equations are solved, and the appropriate values of the discontinu-
ity factors are defined to preserve the surface-integrated net neu-
tron current between spatially homogenized and/or energy

collapsed regions. Discontinuity factors are computed directly
from lattice spectral geometries used in nodal diffusion core mod-
els. In addition, discontinuity factors can be computed for pin-cell
spatial regions and used in pin-cell-based 2D or 3D full core reac-
tor models. Discontinuity factors must be saved for each surface of
each homogenized/collapsed region, in each of the neutron energy
groups. Unfortunately, discontinuity factors are only directly
applicable to diffusion theory and not to transport theory equiva-
lence. They have however been derived for simplified P3 equiva-
lence (Kozlowski et al., 2011) and transport acceleration (Grassi,
2007).

The most widely used of the transport equivalence methods is
Kavenoky’s (Kavenoky, 1978) super-homogenization and its later
generalization by Hebert and Benoist (1991), often referred to as
the SPHmethod. The SPHmethod introduces a factor, f ig, multiply-
ing the multi-group cross sections, and this factor is chosen to con-
serve the reaction rates in a spatial region i and energy group g. As
shown in Eq. (6), the flux computed by the transport solver, USPH

ig , is
not the same as the group flux from condensation of the reference
flux, but rather, it is the flux that is obtained when the transport
equation is solved when employing f igRig rather than Rig as the
group cross section.

ðf igRigÞUSPH ¼ RigUig ð6Þ

In the SPH method, f ig is iteratively determined by solving the
multi-group problem over and over again until converged values
of f ig are obtained for each spatial region of the spectral geometry.
Because the same SPH factor is used on all cross sections within
group g, this method preserves up- and down-scatter rates, as well
as total reaction rates. In practice, the larger the correction, f ig , the
more the SPH flux changes from the reference group flux, and iter-
ative convergence is not guaranteed. The SPH method is very gen-
eral and it can be used for condensation, for spatial
homogenization, or even for employing lower-order transport
models. The SPH method is transport-solver-agnostic, and has vir-
tually no memory-cost, since equivalence factors can be absorbed
directly into the multi-group cross sections.

In an extension to SPH and Discontinuity factors, Sanchez
(2009) has defined a class of methods he refers to as black
box homogenization (BBH), in which two discontinuity factors
are used on each surface of each homogenized/condensation
region in order to preserve the neutron partial currents. San-
chez’s implementation of BBH for pin-cell homogenization
involves determining the transmission matrix of the system
and the escape vector of the internal source, for each pin in
the assembly, for each neuron energy group. The BBH class of
methods is very general, and it allows preservation of reaction
rates in any arbitrary spatial region and energy group of the
spectral geometry.

In this paper we introduce a new method, which uses an
extension of the discontinuity factor concept by applying jump
conditions on the angular flux. Jump conditions are explicitly
treated as a function of the polar angle neutron fluxes. These
equivalence parameters are defined to preserve neutron flow in
the polar direction something that neither SPH nor BBH currently
provides. The new equivalence methods preserves 3D transport
effects, which are anticipated to enable more accurate full-core
deterministic transport calculations. These new equivalence
methods are, in principle, applicable to any deterministic reso-
nance cross section method or core transport model, but the
methods will be demonstrated here using a simple Single Level
Breit-Wigner (SLBW) resonance models, in the low temperature
approximation, and 2D Step Characteristic pin-cell transport
calculations.
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